
The best part of Ripeti Con Me! is that the way the course is laid out is very

motivating to push forward and not ponder over mistakes for too long.

Just say it and move on, I like it a lot.

Walter Heath - Happy student

Think In Italian

2 Premium Courses in 1

A huge collection of Italian audio lessons and short readings sorted by level with

slow audio, Italian transcript, and English translation to improve your speaking,

listening, and reading skills.

"I like this course for all that it offers: the main daily

lesson, the complementary reading, the grammar

notes, the YouTube videos, and the community

feeling in the comments and with the live chats. "

-  Walter Heath

Walter's experience

with Think In Italian

One of my long-standing members, Walter Heath, kindly offered

to share his success story with my courses.

Everything you read below is h contribution and this post has

been published upon his approval.

I hope that you’ll find his testimonial more convincing than any

sales pitch.

- Stefano Lodola

Italian language tutor, translator, polyglot

3,000+
Happy Students

2,000+
Live Classes Taught

6
Years in Teaching

The Challenge

I have tried several language apps over the years but many of them do not motivate me to speak and think in Italian. I always get bored with the usual flashcard apps

and repetitive learning patterns. I never felt the necessity of speaking since I don't interact with real people. 

The Approach

Through Think in Italian, I was able to practice all day even when I'm at home or

at work. I try to use new vocabulary whenever I can with my wife.

The additional resources make a great package. In the evenings we are always

doing 1-2 readings. They are ordered by level, so we always know what to do

next, and they are so short that it's a pleasure to unwind to them.

Think in Italian's Youtube content is awesome. I am a bit of a grammar freak so it

gives me a great sense of achievement when I watch the vids without subtitles

and I can get almost 85 percent of what is being talked about.

The Solution

By focusing on simple but very useful "chunks" of Italian grammar and

vocabulary and incorporating them into a sequence of 30 sentences for

each lesson, you learn incredibly useful sentence structures that allow you

to craft your own. It's a wonderful system with 249 lessons that continue to

meet my needs as a beginner to intermediate learner and will take me into

advanced topics.

I practice Think in Italian with friends or my family. It's great that I feel the

challenge of learning lots of words and vocabulary alike.

"Ripeti con me! is a mix of my years of experience

teaching Italian and my own experiences learning

other languages.

This is the only course that prompts you to speak."

-  Stefano 
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So many foreign language apps are all about the sparkle and pizzazz that can distract

learners from the most important thing – speaking the language.

After teaching Italian to many different people from all walks of life, I started to develop and

mold a unique formula to successfully learn the language. By simply repeating sentences

in Italian your brain is able to remember and form sentences almost subconsciously (like

you did when you first learned your own language as a child).

There is no better way to get started learning Italian than trial and error, so with my course,

you start speaking Italian from the first lesson. 

Update after using Think in Italian

I am glad to say that after just 1 - 2 weeks of practicing the Italian readings and I was proud to jump to A1 almost immediately.

Subsequently, as a subscriber of Think In Italian's Youtube channel, I've participated in several live chats and practiced Italian live with

the other viewers. After the many lessons I've learned from Ripeti Con Me!, I felt like it is not waddling through the exercises. Instead, it

is a fun and interactive learning with beginners like me whom I've met through their YouTube live videos.

Thank you very much for creating this course and keep it up! Or shall I say continua cosi? ;)

My skills after using RCM
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